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Abstract—Language is an arbitrary symbol of sound system, which is used for social interaction, consists of form, meaning, and expression. The study of language (Linguistics) focuses on both aspects of micro and macro linguistics. This current paper belonged to the later, i.e. Sociolinguistics, as it discussed about the use of language in society. Specifically, this study was aimed to identify the use of persuasive functions in the context of Food and Beverage Service. The persuasive function is used for persuading and affecting the hearer (i.e. the customers) to try or buy the products offered. Focusing on the study of English for Tourism and Hospitality (ETH), this paper applied the phenomenology qualitative methods. The data were collected through observation, and analyzed using text analysis. The findings of the paper showed that persuasive functions were represented through micro functions, i.e. ‘recommending’, ‘offering’, ‘promising’, ‘suggesting’, and ‘persuading’.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Language is something coming from the outside, from the speech community, something offered to the speaking subject from the tradition in the technique of speaking [1]. It is an arbitrary symbol of sound system, which is used by the speaking community to interact. Language is also pragmatic in that it functions to prove the truth and see the practical uses of human knowledge. Language, both oral and written, consists essentially of form, meaning, and expression. Language activities in any situation cannot be separated from competence and performance. Competence is the knowledge possessed by a speaker of a language about his language, while performance is a reflection of competence namely the use of language in the real situation [2]. The study of language, called Linguistics, not only examines aspects of micro linguistics, such as from the view point of phonology (the sound of language), morphology (word formation), and syntax (sentence arrangement), but also of macro linguistics, which connects language to the social environment (sociolinguistics), with human development (psycholinguistics), language with its natural environment (eco linguistics), and the use of language in everyday life (pragmatic). There is also a branch of linguistics, called Applied Linguistics, which analyses language learning, such as TEFL, TESOL, and ESP, as discussed in this article.

Language functions as a communication tool that can be used to express opinions, views, and help people understand each other so that communication can succeed [3]. Language activities actually refer to communicative interactions and rather than to a set of language rules. Thus, language learning should be directed at the use of language in everyday contexts. Language learning is essentially an attempt to acquire oral communication skills with an emphasis on acquiring speaking skills and habituation in using language to communicate. Only by having good communication skills can speakers express themselves and learn to follow the prevailing social and cultural rules [4]. People speak because they have something to say. The activity of speaking does not constitute a simple reality but a complex one, since it involves other activities, some of them directly observable, and some manifesting themselves if we add something to the facts observed [1].

Foreign language learning generally aims to develop four language skills, i.e. reading and listening as receptive skills, writing and speaking as productive skills. The learning objectives are divided into three categories, the first is general purpose, where students learn the structure of the target language in terms of tenses, conjunctions, or word classes to meet daily language needs, while the second is for academic purposes, such as preparation for further study abroad, and the third objective is for specific purposes (English for Specific Purposes or ESP), to fulfill the needs for English in professional fields such as tourism, law, health, and finance. The basic principle of communication is language use. Among the four language skills, speaking is the main focus in foreign language learning [5].

Despite the current trend in TEFL, which tends to promote fluency before accuracy, linguistics knowledge is still compulsory to be given to the students of foreign language in order to raise their awareness of the language being learnt [6]. The teaching of structures in L2 is seen as a collection of prescriptive rules which indicates whether a grammatical form is correct or not [7]. The productive vocabulary knowledge of L2 learners could be predicted through their spontaneous speech production. It means that the more proficient L2 learners are, based on their productive vocabulary scores, the more spontaneous they could speak with fewer pauses and repetitions, and at a faster tempo [8].

On the other hand, the study of ESP is gaining more popularity in the tourism sector. English is very important as a medium to expose the product knowledge and service. The world of tourism is closely related to hotels and restaurants, which provide accommodation for foreign tourists. The positions which mostly need English skills in hotels and restaurants are at the front office and the food service because the staff there are in direct contact with the customers. Services that have a high level of contact with customers require interaction between service providers and customers which are the determinants to satisfaction. Local wisdom
should be reflected in all aspects of service at the hotel, including the use of English [9].

This paper analyzed the use of language functions in food service. The findings in this study were expected to provide benefits both theoretically and practically. The novelty of this study—the formulation of persuasive function and its representations—may enrich applied linguistic theories and become a reference for language researchers to conduct similar research in the future. The use of language functions in the food and beverage service may contribute to the development of English learning in tourism and hospitality context. This study offered a meaningful contribution to the improvement of service quality in the restaurant, by providing useful phrases which were applicable in upselling the products, as well as minimizing guests’ complaints due to lack of communication skills.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The A restaurant is a place where the room is specially designed and managed commercially to provide service and presentation of food and beverages intended for the general public [10]. Servers are restaurant employees who are in charge and responsible for serving food and beverage needs for guests in a professional manner. It can be said that they are the spearhead of the business because they play a role in providing guest satisfaction, which indirectly will benefit the restaurant.

The main purpose of food and beverage service is to sell as many food and drinks as possible at a price that has been determined according to standards, provide the best possible service to guests, to get the maximum benefit with business continuity. This study focuses on the use of English in the field of dish management with the consideration that the servers are in charge of serving guests to eat and drink so that they have more opportunities to communicate directly with guests using English.

There are two terms that are most often used in the food and beverage service, namely: service and hospitality. Service is an action to fulfill the wishes, needs, and expectations of guests or consumers. Restaurants provide services to meet the expectations of every guest who comes, for example, clean tables and cutlery, and healthy food [11]. Hospitality means creating a pleasant atmosphere as long as guests are in the restaurant, for example, greeting guests kindly, smiling, remembering guests’ names, knowing food ordered, and anticipating guest needs [11]. Both of these, service and hospitality, are the most important elements in the restaurant business that can make guests want to come back, and be able to increase sales in restaurants. Satisfying service to guests is also a means of selling restaurant products, namely food and beverages offered, so as to increase revenue on sales. Therefore, good knowledge about sales is also an important thing for a server.

When serving guests in a restaurant, a server must follow several work procedures called the sequence of service. In general, guest service procedures in restaurants can be described as follows [12].

1. Welcoming guests
2. Seating the guests
3. Checking comfort and seating arrangement
4. Serving water
5. Presenting menu
6. Taking order
7. Recommending
8. Repeating orders
9. Presenting food and drinks
10. Checking guests’ satisfaction
11. Offering dessert
12. Clearing and crumbing
13. Presenting the bill
14. Thanking the guests and farewell

Meaning is the purpose, aim or function of language, whereas expression is valid as far as it is an instrument of the purpose, aim or function of language [1]. The act of speaking, saying and knowing, is apprehended and purposefully transformed in its way of being, created in the conscience of the speaking, saying and knowing subject.

'Functions' focus more on the purpose of the speaker than the effect on the listener. They involve the purpose of the language in general (macro function), and the action carried out by speech specifically (micro function) [13]. The function of language is basically the goal achieved by language, for example stating, asking, responding, greeting, saying farewell words, and so on [14].

G. Leech [15] divides the communicative functions of language into five, such as: 1) Informational functions to convey information; 2) Expressive functions to express the feelings and attitudes of speakers; 3) Directive functions are used to influence the behavior and attitudes of others; 4) Aesthetic functions, the use of language for the sake of the work itself without hidden intentions, for example in poetry; 5) Phatic function, oriented to means of communication with the aim of keeping the lines of communication open and to maintain good relations in society. Four of the five language functions proposed by G. Leech [15] are very suitable to be used as an analytical knife to identify the representation of language functions in the field of food service, namely informational, directive, expressive, and phatic functions, while an aesthetic function (which tends to be poetic) may not be suitable to be applied in the language variation in restaurants which are mostly informative.

Meanwhile, M. A. K. Halliday [16] divided language functions into seven categories described as follows: An instrumental function is the function of language to manipulate the environment, and to create certain situations or events; 2) Regulatory functions, namely the function of language in controlling circumstances or events; 3) Representational functions, namely the function of language to make statements, convey facts and knowledge, explain or bring back reality as people see it; 4) Interactional function, which is a language function that refers to its function as an interacting tool; 5) Personal function, which is a language function that implies the meaning that language is a tool to identify oneself; 6) Heuristic function, which is used to obtain knowledge; and 7) Imaginative functions, which can be used to imagine or create ideas. The most appropriate with the objective of this research is the fourth function, namely interactional functions that mainly aim to interact. This function requires a speaker to understand cultural values including politeness that applies in certain language.

Previously, K. Bühler [17] argued that language could fulfill three functions: i.e. representational functions, conative
functions, and expressive functions. 1) Representational functions are carried out by signs of language, e.g. text, utterances, sentences, etc.; 2) The conative function will be fulfilled when the text asks the reader or listener to do something, mentally, emotionally or physically, and influences their behavior, and 3) Expressive function will be achieved when the text is able to express the inner state of the writer or speaker. Whereas, R. Jacobson [18] divided language functions into six, namely: 1) Emotive function, used in human feelings as a tool to express themselves; 2) Conative function, used to motivate others to behave or do something; 3) Referential function, used to discuss a problem with a particular topic; 4) Poetic function, used to convey a specific message or message; 5) Phatic function, used to greet each other simply to make contact with others; and 6) Metalingual functions, used to discuss language problems with certain language.

The four theories of language function were then reformulated in D. Lestari [19] which was adjusted to the use of language in the restaurant, called the food service, which was described as follows: 1) Informative function is used to exchange information represented in the function ‘explain’, ‘state’, and ‘ask’; 2) The directive ‘ordering’ function is refined to ‘invite’ or ‘ask’; 3) The interactive function is identical with the effort to create as well as to maintain harmonious and communicative interactions between participants, which is represented in the function of ‘greeting’, and ‘chit-chatting’. 4) Indicative functions are used as markers in a conversation, which are realized in the function of ‘thanking’ and ‘apologizing’; 5) Persuasive functions are used when offering and providing alternatives to guests with the aim of selling restaurant products; and 6) Permissive functions to create comfort and smoothness in a speech event. The use of non-standard English that remains acceptable, the use of intonation, and the use of passive forms is the representation of permissive functions.

The taxonomy in table 1 shows that the extended study of language functions is getting more interesting to discuss, especially if it is associated with studies outside the language, such as tourism and hospitality. In food and beverage service, the language function mostly used is the informative function, that is, when the waiter provides information to guests about the menu or facilities available. Therefore, the problem raised in this study is: how is the function of informative language represented in the expressions of language used in restaurants? The findings in this study can be used as a needs analysis and contribute to the preparation of ESP learning materials, especially in the field of tourism and hospitality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1: TAXONOMY OF LANGUAGE FUNCTIONS (LESTARI, 2017)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Directive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imaginative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regulatory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearstic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) Interactive function

The interactive functions are synonymous with efforts to create and maintain harmonious and communicative interactions between participants. One of the micro functions of interactive functions is the ‘greeting’ function, which is generally used to initiate conversations. This kind of activity do not contain important exchange of information, but only to make small talk. However, the function of ‘greeting’ does not only aim to maintain interaction, but also can be used to provoke listeners to express or ‘declare’ their objectives, for making reservations, changing or canceling or simply asking information about the restaurant. For example, when the reservation staff answers the telephone by saying: “Good morning, Mamasan Restaurant, Wati speaking”, the caller might immediately say “Can I book a table for tonight, please?” This proves that interactive functions are closely related to the informative function of handling reservations in restaurants.

2) Informative function

The informative function has a function to exchange information. The function of this language is represented in the function ‘explaining’, ‘declaring’, and ‘asking’. The function “stating” aims to convey the intention / purpose or desire of the speaker which is generally realized in a declarative form, as in the phrase “I am calling to cancel my booking”. However, the function ‘stated’ can also be realized in an interrogative form, for example “Can I book a table for tonight, please?” The interrogative form "Can I ...,", in addition to asking, can also be used to express the speaker’s wishes.

The function ‘asking’ is used to get the information needed (for example regarding the availability of places in the restaurant) and to determine the next action (whether accepting or rejecting the incoming guest). The use of the function ‘asking’ by the restaurant (for example, “Do you have a reservation?” or “Have you been here before?”) Often triggers statements, explanations, and determinants of subsequent responses or actions. The use of the function ‘ask’ is not only intended to ask for information, but also to ‘offer’ something or ‘persuade’ the listener to try or do something, or also to ‘ensure’ or confirm information obtained previously. The ‘ask’ function can also be used to inform choices available to guests so they can more freely make choices when ordering food. For example, “What would you like for the vegetables? We have salads and steamed vegetables. “The questions asked by the waitress can also serve as a ‘feed’ to sell products more leverage. Therefore, it can be conveyed that the informative function, especially the function ‘asking’, is closely related to the persuasive function, namely ‘recommend’.

In addition to the function ‘declare’ and ‘ask’, there are also several micro functions of the informative function. The ‘ensure’ function is used to confirm the message as well as to avoid mistakes or problems later. Therefore, restaurant staff must always repeat or reassure every message received from the guest. The ‘reject’ function used by staff is always followed by the ‘offer’ function as an attempt to do business in a restaurant. The ‘explain’ function is an informative function, which is used in conjunction with a persuasive function, which acts as an amplifier or explanation of the various alternatives offered. For example, in the sentence "For the Butter Chicken, better with the plain nan, or garlic or
cheese.” Which is used by the waitress when explaining while recommending complementary dishes to guests.

3) Directive Function

In food and beverage service, staff are not free to use directive functions directly. Given the higher guest status, staff are required to always use more polite sentences. The strategy they use is to change the forms of the order into a form of invitation or offer. For example, when the reservation staff tells the caller to record the reservation code, he uses an interrogative form to refine his instructions, namely in the sentence “Could you write for the booking number, please?”

It can be said that directive functions cannot be used freely when dealing with guests in restaurants that have a higher social status. The ‘tell’ function is often refined to the function ‘invite’ or ‘ask’. Thus, directive functions are closely related to persuasive functions and informative functions.

4) Persuasive function

The persuasive function, which is the development of directive functions, is a language function that is often used by restaurant staff when offering and providing alternatives to guests for the purpose of selling restaurant products. In the realization of a persuasive function, all language expressions used when recommending food and drinks aim to make guests interested and finally choose the recommended menu. Restaurant staff certainly cannot force guests to choose or do something, so every instruction or offer must be made with more polite expressions. For example, the waitress managed to influence guests to add food orders by recommending complementary dishes in the sentence “Would you like some rice? Like a ... rice, nan, or some vegetables for your Butter Chicken? For the Butter Chicken, better with plain nan, or garlic or cheese.” This persuasive function is often used by restaurant staff to increase product sales. The use of persuasive functions is always accompanied by various explanations as reinforcement recommendations. Thus, it can be said that the persuasive function is closely related to the informative function.

5) Indicative function

Indicative functions, which are developed from expressive functions [15], [17] and emotive functions [18], are used as markers in a conversation. For example, the ‘thank you’ function is not only used to show gratitude, but can also be used as a marker to end a conversation. The ‘apologize’ function does not always mean that the speaker made a mistake, but it can also indicate that the speaker (staff) cannot accommodate the request of the other person (guest).

6) Permissive function

The permissive function is used to create comfort and fluency in a speech event. The use of non-standard English is still acceptable, the use of intonation, and the use of passive forms is the realization of permissive functions. Given the position of English as a foreign language in the homeland, the use of English which is not appropriate or not in accordance with the rules of grammar in English becomes a language phenomenon that cannot be ignored. However, as long as the use of non-standard English can still be understood by the speech partner, then the expression of the language can be said to be acceptable. Thus, permissive functions are related to various other macro functions in a communicative context.

III. METHODOLOGY

This research was conducted at Mamasan Restaurant, located on Jalan Raya Kerobokan No. 135, Kuta-Bali, which has been operating since 2011. With the concept of Urban Retro, Mamasan Restaurant serves a variety of Asian specialties. The restaurant has 20 servers, and it serves lunch at 11 am – 3 pm every Monday to Saturday, and dinner from 6 – 11 pm every day.

When the research problem requires a profound understanding of human experiences common to a group of people, the method of qualitative phenomenology can be used [19]. It is an alternative of representing the realities that participants experience in their lives [20]. Qualitative data were in the form of verbal data, as well as interviews or elicitation of the waiters. The data collection resulted in a number of recordings ranging from reservations to guest services according to the Standard Operating Procedure in the restaurant. The method used for collecting data was the method of non-participatory observation. The researcher only observed and recorded the language expressions used by the waiter and guests at the restaurant. The observation and interview aimed to identify the representations of English language functions used in the food and beverage service. The data were analyzed using qualitative method by reducing data, describing data, and drawing conclusions. The presentation of the findings was done informally using verbal descriptions through brief descriptions in the form of narrative texts.

IV. RESULT AND FINDINGS

The persuasive function is a language function that is often used by restaurant staff when offering and providing alternatives to guests with the aim of selling restaurant products [21]. In the representations of persuasive function, all language expressions were used to make guests interested and finally order the recommended menu. The micro functions occurred in the data included ‘recommending’, ‘offering’, ‘promising’, ‘suggesting’, and ‘persuading’.

Restaurant staff certainly cannot force guests to choose or do something, so every instruction or offer must be made with more polite expressions. For example, waitresses managed to influence guests to have additional food orders by recommending complementary dishes in the sentence “Would you like some rice? Like a ... rice, nan, or some vegetables for your Butter Chicken? For the Butter Chicken better with the plain nan, or garlic or cheese.”.

When explaining the menu that is served in a restaurant, a server is obliged to make recommendations. Thus, having excellent product knowledge is very important in serving food and beverages. Although a server is very fluent in English, if he does not have product knowledge or understanding of the menu served, he will still not be able to communicate well in front of the guests.

In Mamasan Restaurant, each server must undergo training as a runner for approximately three months to study each dish served at the restaurant, starting from ingredients, cooking methods, to complementary dishes (side dish). A runner is not allowed to receive orders directly from guests, he only helps the server to get food from the kitchen. If the server on duty is busy serving other guests, the runner may help serve food to the guest table. The following data show the use of the ‘recommending’ function.
The food served at Mamasan Restaurant tended to have a spicy flavor, which was less attractive to foreigners. Thus, the server promised to notify if guests accidentally chose spicy food. This 'promising' function was also included in the category of persuasive functions.

The 'offering' function was very often used in the field of food service. As an industry oriented to selling food and beverages, the restaurant put effort to make its products sold out. Therefore, the servers always used this language function to do upselling without causing the impression of overly compelling the customers. The 'offering' and 'suggesting' functions were included in the category of persuasive language functions that aimed to influence or persuade listeners to be willing to follow the recommendation.

Not only when recommending menus, the use of persuasive functions was also apparent in terms of recording guest orders. The most commonly used exponents when giving advice on foods and drinks were "I recommend you ..." and "May I suggest you ...". In addition, servers can also add expressions that were persuasive, e.g. very popular, tasty, delicious, and special, to create the impression that a dish had a very tasty flavor or was very popular among restaurant customers, as used in data below.

Data (1) and (2) were the explanations of the restaurant concept by a server on duty. In explaining the concept of the restaurant, the server tried to insert suggestions or recommendations on food and beverages that become the signature menu. This could be seen in the use of the phrase "And this is good with the side dishes like the Nan or some rice". The demonstrative pronoun 'this' in this sentence referred to the two foods mentioned earlier, namely Grilled Scallops and Betel Leaf Chicken. By using these sentences, the server tried to influence the guests to choose complementary dishes in the form of Nan or rice. The server's recommendations were only in the form of suggestions that guests did not have to comply with. Data (1) and (2) represented the characteristics of persuasive function.

The use of the 'suggesting' function or 'suggesting' can be done in several ways [22], including: 1) using gerund, e.g. "How about trying our special today?"; 2) infinitive forms, e.g. "It might be a good idea to book in advance"; 3) basic verbs, e.g. "Maybe you could try the dessert menu again?"; and 4) negative questions, e.g. "Why don't you have a look on our lounge upstairs?".

In addition to recommending dishes, a server was also obliged to help guests choose the food to be ordered. As in data (3), the server used the 'promising' function to calm the feelings of guests who did not know which dishes were spicy and which were not.

(1) Server : Good evening, ma'am, sir. Have you been here before?
Guest : No, it's our first time.
Server : So we will explain the Mamasan concept, please. Our concept here is family dining, like a family self. So we put the food in the middle, you can share between you like the starter or the main course. But for the entrée, start from the Grilled Scallops until the Chicken Betel Leaf is come one pieces, and the rest you can share in the middle. And this is good come with the side dishes like the Nan or some rice. And ... are you OK with the spicy or you have any allergy, please?

(2) Server : Good We are Southeast Asian Restaurant, so we suggest you for the share dining, from the starter until the side dishes this is portion for the sharing. And for the entrée, the entrée from the Grilled Scallops until the Chicken Betel Leaf this is individual portion, this is come like one pieces, and for the rice this is portion for the sharing. So we can put in the middle on your table and you can share between you.

Data (1) and (2) were the explanations of the restaurant concept by a server on duty. In explaining the concept of the restaurant, the server tried to insert suggestions or recommendations on food and beverages that become the signature menu. This could be seen in the use of the phrase "And this is good with the side dishes like the Nan or some rice". The demonstrative pronoun 'this' in this sentence referred to the two foods mentioned earlier, namely Grilled Scallops and Bethel Leaf Chicken. By using these sentences, the server tried to influence the guests to choose complementary dishes in the form of Nan or rice. The server's recommendations were only in the form of suggestions that guests did not have to comply with. Data (1) and (2) represented the characteristics of persuasive function.

The server tried to influence the guests to choose complementary dishes in the form of Nan or rice. The server's recommendations were only in the form of suggestions that guests did not have to comply with. Data (1) and (2) represented the characteristics of persuasive function.

The use of the 'suggesting' function or 'suggesting' can be done in several ways [22], including: 1) using gerund, e.g. "How about trying our special today?"; 2) infinitive forms, e.g. "It might be a good idea to book in advance"; 3) basic verbs, e.g. "Maybe you could try the dessert menu again?"; and 4) negative questions, e.g. "Why don’t you have a look on our lounge upstairs?".

In addition to recommending dishes, a server was also obliged to help guests choose the food to be ordered. As in data (3), the server used the 'promising' function to calm the feelings of guests who did not know which dishes were spicy and which were not.

(3) Server : Do you have any food allergy?
Guest : Actually, I’m allergic to shell fish.
Server : I see. Do you have any problem with spicy?
Guest : Not too spicy, maybe.
Server : Alright. Because mostly our food here is spicy, so I’m gonna tell you if you order for something that is really spicy. Please have a look first, let me know if you are ready to order.

The food served at Mamasan Restaurant tended to have a spicy flavor, which was less attractive to foreigners. Thus, the server promised to notify if guests accidentally chose spicy food. This 'promising' function was also included in the category of persuasive functions.

The ‘offering’ function was very often used in the field of food service. As an industry oriented to selling food and beverages, the restaurant put effort to make its products sold out. Therefore, the servers always used this language function to do upselling without causing the impression of overly compelling the customers. The ‘offering’ and ‘suggesting’ functions were included in the category of persuasive language functions that aimed to influence or persuade listeners to be willing to follow the recommendation.

Not only when recommending menus, the use of persuasive functions was also apparent in terms of recording guest orders. The most commonly used exponents when giving advice on foods and drinks were "I recommend you ..." and "May I suggest you ...". In addition, servers can also add expressions that were persuasive, e.g. very popular, tasty, delicious, and special, to create the impression that a dish had a very tasty flavor or was very popular among restaurant customers, as used in data below.

(4) Server : Excuse me, Ma'am. Are you ready to order?
Guest : I don’t know ... I cannot decide, so do you have recommendation?
Server : Certainly, Ma’am.... The normally for the entrée and the starter you can keep two different things from the starter, I recommend you for the Scallops and then Pork Belly so you can share together with your friends, and for the main course you can keep two different things from the main course, I recommend you for the Pork Vindaloo, and then the Crispy Whole Fish, that’s very popular food in our restaurant and very tasty, Madam.

Guest : The Crispy Whole Fish, does it come in big portion?
Server : Eh... that’s... ehm... that’s only five hundred grams of the Snapper, deep fried of a Snapper with chilly jam sauce, and the taste is a bit spicy, sweet and spicy.

Guest : Oh, the fish itself is already spicy?
Server : Yes, Madam.
Guest : And is it big? No, it’s not too big?
Server : No, not too big.
Guest : We can share?
Server : Because it comes with the bones, so I think the meat is not too much.

(5) Server : Do Excuse me, Ma’am. Are you ready to order?
Guest : Yes, maybe.
Server : Would you like to start with the appetizer?
Guest : Do you have a recommendation?
Server : May I suggest you, we have a Snapper Dumplings. It’s a special dumpling here, it’s made from Snapper, and a ... with ginger
with garlic. This is spicy, but you can share with your friends, this is four pieces. ...

Data (4 and 5) showed that the function 'explaining' was used after the function 'suggesting'. In the data above, the server recommended two types of food, namely Pork Vindaloo and Crispy Whole Fish. The recommendation succeeded in attracting guests who then asked for more information about Crispy Whole Fish. The server immediately explained that the dish was in small portions so it was not for sharing, and had a sweet and spicy taste.

Explanation of the menu consists of descriptions of how to cook (methods of cooking), ingredients, and the taste that show characteristic of the dishes offered. In explaining the cooking method, passive forms are used, i.e. fried, sautéed, boiled, baked, roasted, and steamed [23]. The use of this passive form is to emphasize more on what is done, because guests are certainly more interested in the method of cooking a particular dish rather than the person who cooks it. It should also be stated here that in general foodstuffs can be categorized into 1) seafood consisting of fish and shellfish; 2) meat consisting of poultry, beef, veal, lamb, and pork; and 3) vegetables. Drinks can be classified as non-alcoholic drinks and alcoholic beverages. Nonalcoholic drinks consist of hot drinks (coffee, tea, hot chocolate) and cold drinks (juice, soft drinks). Alcoholic beverages consist of wines, spirits, cocktails, liqueurs, and beer [23].

For flavor (i.e. sweet, salty, sour, bitter, spicy, and tasteless), the most frequently asked by guests is spicy. This is because Mamasan Restaurant serves Asian dishes that tend to be spicy, while customers who come mostly come from Australia and Europe who are not accustomed to spices. Therefore, the server in this case is obliged to explain which dishes are spicy and which are not. A server must have excellent knowledge of each menu served. However fluent a server is in English, without product knowledge he will not be able to explain or recommend his restaurant products effectively.

(6) Server : And your main?
   Guest : One Butter Chicken, and ...
   Server : Would you like some rice? Like a ... rice, nan, or some vegetables for your Butter Chicken?
   For the Butter Chicken better with the plain nan, or garlic or cheese.

In data (6) above, the server first asked what guests wanted to order for the main course. After guests chose Butter Chicken, the server immediately offered complementary dishes such as rice, nan bread, or vegetables to complete the main course. This persuasive offer was followed by an explanation that Butter Chicken would taste more delicious if enjoyed along with nan bread, garlic bread or cheese. This explanation served to strengthen the offer that had been submitted previously, and aimed to persuade the guests to order the food.

All language expressions used when recommending food and drinks aimed to make guests interested and finally choose a menu suggested by the server. The 'suggesting' function was slightly different from the 'offering' function. If the function 'suggesting' was used to recommend food and drinks accompanied by explanations and various appetizing expressions, the function ‘offering’ was only limited to the usual offer without further explanation [19], as shown in the following data.

(7) Server : Excuse me, are you finish your entrée? Can I take your plate? Are you finish? May I clear up?
   Guest : Yes, please.
   Server : Would you like to see the dessert menu?
   Guest : No, thank you. We’re full.

(8) Server : Excuse me, would you like some dessert?
   Guest : No.
   Server : Coffee or tea?
   Guest : No, thanks.

After the guest had finished dining, a server or runner would immediately take dirty plates and glasses and cleaned the table (crumbing down). There were not many conversations occurred at this stage. After cleaning the table, the server offered dessert or drinks. Data (7) and (8) contained the 'offer' function used by the server after the guest finished his dinner. In data (7) the server asked the guest if he wanted to see the dessert menu. This offer was refused by the guest politely which gave the reason that they were full. While on data (8) the server offered a dessert which was also directly rejected by the guest. Knowing that guests did not want to order dessert, the server immediately offered tea or coffee drinks. This showed the efforts of the servers to keep selling their products to guests.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the description above, it is clear that the persuasive function is different from the directive function. The fundamental difference between the two functions lies in the purpose of their use. The directive function aims to make the listener do what the speaker says, while the persuasive function only aims to influence the mind and choice of the listener, without requiring him to approve or do what the speaker says. The use of persuasive functions in food and beverage service is closely related to other language functions, especially the informative function because when recommending a dish a server can certainly provide an explanation of the dishes. The findings of this present study could help improve the communicative competence of the servers at the restaurant. The implication of this study may promote more meaningful interaction when serving food and beverages, by providing verbal representations of persuasive functions. The phrasal data might be used as references for future researches, specifically when developing teaching materials in food and beverage service context.
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